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ABSTRACT
RDMA has been increasingly deployed in data centers to
decrease latency and CPU utilization. However, existing
RDMA congestion control schemes fail to address instan-
taneous large queue build-up or bandwidth under-utilization
associated with frequent traffic bursty. In this paper, we
argue that traffic uncertainty is the essential reason that
constrains data center congestion control from simultane-
ously achieving high throughput and deterministic latency.
Since aggregated flows within the same rack are relatively
long-lived, we propose HierCC, which aggregates flows des-
tined to the same IP in a rack and hierarchically controls the
rate of flows. The rate of aggregate flows between racks is
controlled by a credit-based congestion control mechanism.
Then the bandwidth obtained by an aggregate flow in a rack
is allocated to the corresponding individual flows from that
rack promptly and accurately. We evaluate HierCC using Sys-
temC and large-scale NS3 simulations. Results indicate that
HierCC can significantly mitigate buffer usage and reduce
the 99th percentile FCT by up to 20% and 40% compared with
HPCC and DCQCN under a realistic workload, respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of distributed storage and machine
learning applications and the trend of resource disaggre-
gation in data centers, data center transmission control is
continuously seeking low or even deterministic end-to-end
latency. In addition, data center link speed has grown from
1Gbps to 100Gbps these years, and high-speed packet pro-
cessing takes up a higher CPU overhead. Therefore, RDMA
is increasingly deployed to reduce the CPU overhead caused
by the end host software stack and the processing latency
caused by multiple memory copies [10]. Meanwhile, RDMA
congestion control has received much attention to further
reduce the in-network latency caused by traffic congestion.
Congestion control mechanisms have been studied for

many years, including sender-driven [16, 17, 29] , receiver-
driven [7, 11, 18], and switch-driven solutions [8, 14, 24].
The existing mechanisms undoubtedly have good perfor-
mance in the scenarios where all flows are long-lived flows,
however, they still fail to address the instantaneous queue
build-up or bandwidth under-utilization associated with fre-
quent arrival and completion of short flows. Most existing
RDMA congestion control mechanisms use the line-rate as
the initial transmission rate. The arrival of multiple short
flows easily cause a large queue build-up. And after these
short flows finish, the remaining flows will take multiple
rounds to occupy the bandwidth released by the completed
flows. Due to this frequent convergence process, it is difficult
to guarantee high throughput as well as near-zero queuing
latency simultaneously.
The dilemma of high throughput, as well as ultra-low la-

tency, has been addressed to some extent by existing conges-
tion control from a variety of perspectives. However, due to
the unpredictability of traffic and high flow churn in data cen-
ters, it is difficult to avoid both transient queue accumulation
and bandwidth under-utilization. For example, if we keep
near-zero queue length, then bandwidth under-utilization
will happen when short flows finish since the rate of the
remaining flows does not fill the full bandwidth and there
are no additional packets to send. In this paper, we argue
that the high traffic uncertainty in data centers is the key
challenge of designing a RDMA congestion control mecha-
nism with both high throughput and determining latency.
But accurately predicting the arrival and finish of each flow
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is also extremely hard in data center networks. Fortunately,
it has been argued that aggregated flows within the same
rack are relatively long-lived [21].
Based on this investigation, we propose HierCC, which

aggregates individual flows destined to the same IP in a
rack and controls the rate of aggregate flows between racks
using a credit-based proactive congestion control. Since the
aggregate flows are generally long-lived, the unexpected
converging process can be significantly reduced. Then the
bandwidth obtained by an aggregate flow in a rack will be
allocated to the corresponding individual flows in that rack.
In this way, more prompt and accurate rate control can be
made since the response loop becomes much shorter and the
flow information can be more easily obtained within a rack.

HierCC enables intra-rack queuing with an upper bound
through more timely and accurate congestion control within
a rack, and for inter-racks, the maximum queuing at the
receiver-side ToR to each receiver is Numberrack ×C . Where
C stands for the initial rate of an aggregate flow. This is much
smaller than existing congestion control methodswith bursty
flows. Moreover, the queue accumulation at the receiver-
side ToR only occurs when some aggregate flows are newly
created.
We evaluate HierCC using SystemC and large-scale NS3

simulations. Results show that the queue length in HierCC
is smaller than DCQCN by up to about 10x with incast or
realistic traffic pattern and high bandwidth utilization is
achieved at the same time. HierCC can also reduce the 99th
percentile FlowCompletion Time (FCT) by up to 20% and 40%
respectively compared to HPCC and DCQCN in large-scale
simulations.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
1) We investigate that traffic uncertainty is the essential

reason that constrains data center congestion control from
simultaneously achieving high throughput and deterministic
latency. We also point out that aggregating flows, reducing
control loop and using proactive transport are three effective
ways to improve performance.

2) As far as we know, HierCC is the first hierarchical
RDMA congestion control scheme. We aggregate flows to
ease traffic uncertainty and control aggregated flows be-
tween racks and individual flows within racks in different
ways.

3) We implement HierCC on SystemC and verify that
HierCC can significantly mitigate buffer usage and reduce
the flow completion time under a realistic workload.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Goal: Ultra-low Tail Latency
Ultra-low tail latency has been more critical for datacenter
networks as the development of cluster-wide storage sys-
tems like NVMe [13, 15], machine-learning systems [26],
and resource disaggregation [9]. A lot of attempts has been
conducted to reduce the end-end latency to satisfy the re-
quirements of these new trends. RDMA has been gradually
employed to mitigate the latency caused by the software
network stack at end hosts. But reducing the end-end flow
latency still relies on RDMA congestion control mechanisms.
Especially, as a forthcoming new datacenter architecture

paradigm, disaggregated datacenters require a network fab-
ric to effectively connect different kinds of resource types
like CPU, GPU, memory, and disk. It is stated that 3 − 5us
network latency and 40 − 100Gbps network bandwidth are
required to maintain application-level performance, and the
network congestion should achieve zero or close-to-zero
queuing [9]. That is to say, we require an elaborate RDMA
congestion control mechanism to guarantee quite small and
stable queuing latency as well as high throughput even in
the circumstances with bursty traffic.

2.2 Traffic Uncertainty
Most flows in data centers have a short length and last for a
small period of time. It is reported that in Facebook’s Hadoop
cluster the length of about 60% flows is smaller than 1KB
and about 50% flows last less than 0.1 second. In the web
server cluster, about 80% flows are shorter than 10KB and
53% flows last less than 1 second [21]. Thus, the flows in
data centers are quickly fluctuant. The uncertainty of the
data center traffic poses great challenges to the congestion
control.

Existing RDMA congestion control mechanisms generally
use the line rate as the initial rate [16, 17, 29]. However, they
will lead to a large queue buildup with bursty traffic, which
will correspondingly cause high end-to-end latency jitter.
We conduct a NS3 simulation to demonstrate the impact
of uncertainty traffic. In this simulation, we use a FatTree
topology with 16 Core switches, 20 Agg switches, 20 ToRs.
Each ToR switch connects 16 servers via 25Gbps links and
the links between switches are all 100Gbps. The delay of
links are all 1 µs and thus the RTT is 12 µs. We run two long-
lived flows as the background traffic and add 16 short 20KB
flows at 100µs as concurrent burst flows. HPCC is used as the
state-of-the-art congestion control scheme. Figure 1 shows
the variation of the queue length and overall throughput.
Figure 1(a) shows that an Incast traffic with the line-rate

as the initial rate will cause a queue length peak up to 340KB
at the switch. However, after the disappearance of the instan-
taneous bursty traffic, the other flows require several RTTs
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Figure 1: Traffic burst causes performance deteriorationwithHPCC.
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Figure 2: Congestion extent is posi-
tively related to the Incast scale with
HPCC.

to climb back to the fair rate. This arises as a consequence
of the additive window increases for maxStaдe rounds in
HPCC. Figure 1(b) shows that long-lived flows will spend
up to about 70 µs to grab bandwidth freed up by short flows,
which may greatly impact long throughput-sensitive flows.

The above micro benchmark shows that existing conges-
tion control algorithms can rapidly converge to the ideal
point when handling fixed traffic pattern, but perform poorly
when traffic pattern changes rapidly. However, the flows in
data centers are quickly fluctuant. Thus, the root cause of
the congestion control algorithm’s inability to accurately and
responsively allocate network bandwidth in data centers lies
in the frequently changing traffic pattern.

2.3 Basic Idea
In order to reduce the impact of traffic uncertainty, we ad-
vocate that our congestion control algorithm should have
three properties: 1) Aggregated flows. 2) Short control loop.
3) Proactive rate allocation.
Aggregated flows. Traffic bursts are caused by quite short
and concurrent 5-tuple flows in data center networks. Con-
gestion control mechanisms are hard to control the short
flows that possibly last for only one RTT. However, the desti-
nation servers in some data center services are relatively sta-
ble. For example, in the distributed storage service, multiple
senders write data to the disk array servers which make con-
nections from some senders to the fixed disk array servers.
Therefore, if we aggregate all the connections from the same
rack to the same destined disk array server, then the ag-
gregated flows will be more long-lived. According to the
Facebook’s Cache follower cluster data [21], the aggregated
flows by destination host are tightly distributed around 1MB,
while the CDF of the Cache follower flow duration shows
that the length of half of the 5-tuple flows is less than 20KB.
Therefore, if we control the transmission rate in the granu-
larity of an aggregated flow instead of a single flow, then the
control can be more effective and accurate.
Short control loop. Most existing mechanisms work on
an end-to-end basis, which is detrimental to making very

prompt adjustment to sending rates. Severe network con-
gestion or long network under-utilization will likely happen
as shown in the above analysis. We adjust the latency of
each link from 1us to 0.5us and conduct the same simula-
tion as above. Figure 1 shows that with the smaller RTT, the
queue length peak will also reduce from 340KB to 250KB
and the overall throughput gap will reduce from about 70µs
to approximately 35µs. It indicates that as the latency of the
feedback loop decreases, the sender will acquire link informa-
tion more quickly and converge to the fair rate more rapidly.
Thus, the performance of flows can be improved.

Besides, we conduct simulations with a different number
of concurrent flows (16, 32, 64, 128, 256) in the Incast traffic.
Figure 2 shows that the queue length peak increases from
0.8MB up to 9MB with 12us RTT, and the queue length is
up to about 6MB with 6us RTT. This is because the conges-
tion feedback all comes from the last hop. As the number of
concurrent flows increases, the congestion extent at the last
hop also increases. Therefore, it is hard to guarantee a deter-
mined end-to-end latency since the queue accumulation is
positive to the number of concurrent flows.
Correspondingly, we conclude that shorter control loop

and limited control space are desirable for congestion control
schemes to achieve determined performance.
Proactive rate allocation. Passive congestion controlmech-
anisms [16, 17, 29] adjust sending rates after congestion has
occurred and generally require multiple rounds to converge
to the ideal point, which is the primary cause of perfor-
mance deterioration with varying traffic. In contrast, proac-
tive congestion control algorithms [7, 11, 18, 19, 28] proac-
tively avoid congestion by explicitly allocating the network
bottleneck bandwidth among passing flows, which greatly re-
duceswasted bandwidthwhen traffic patterns change rapidly.
In addition, proactive transports enable to limit buffer usage
by proactively restricting packets sending. Thus, we use the
proactive rate allocation scheme to achieve fast convergence in
our design.
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Figure 3: Framework of HierCC.

3 DESIGN
The basic idea of HierCC is to aggregate flows at rack-level
while providing hierarchical control within the first-hop tier
and between racks. HierCC greatly alleviates the first RTT
problem[12] by aggregating flows and using a pre-credit
mechanism. It can achieve stable ultra-low latency as well
as high throughput even under bursty traffic.

According to the analysis of aggregated flows in §2.3, we
aggregate flows at the sender-side ToR and then propose a
rate allocation mechanism to control the rate of aggregate
flows between ToRs (§3.2). Then the sending rate of each
individual flow is controlled based on the overall rate of the
aggregated flow within each sender-side rack (§3.3). Since
the sender-side ToR is only one hop away from the sending
servers, the control loop becomes quite short and the control
space is limited. Even if the traffic is still uncertain within a
rack, it is possible to control the burst traffic more promptly.

3.1 Framework
In HierCC, each ToR switch has Virtual Output Queues
(VOQs) at the sender side and downstream output queues
to servers at the receiver side. Let M and N represent the
total number of ToR switches and servers. Each ToR switch
connects to k servers. All the packets coming from ToR
i (i ∈ [1,M]) with destination end host j (j ∈ [1,N ]) will
enter into VOQi .j , that is, VOQi .j has the aggregated traf-
fic destined to host j. Thus, each ToR has at most N VOQs.
Besides, at the receiver-side, each ToR switch has k WRR
schedulers to determine when and how many credits will be
sent to the corresponding VOQs. After receiving credits, the
packets in the VOQ will be transmitted.
We use a small two-layer leaf/spine data center topol-

ogy to illustrate the main framework of HierCC in Figure
3. There areM = 4 ToR switches and 2 core switches. Each
ToR switch connects to k = 2 servers. Thus, the total num-
ber of servers is N = M × k = 8. Each ToR switch has 8
VOQs and 2 downstream output queues. For example, ToR
1 has VOQ1.1-VOQ1.8 and ToR 2 has VOQ2.1-VOQ2.8. The
packets destined to server 7 will enter into VOQ1.7 at ToR

1 and VOQ2.7 at ToR 2. The packets coming from VOQ1.7
and VOQ2.7 will enter into the downstream output queue
to server 7. Each ToR switch has 1 VOQ scheduler and 2
downstream output schedulers. The downstream scheduler
determines how many credits will be sent to each corre-
sponding VOQs according to the network status. Besides,
each VOQ has an initial amount of credits, denoted asC0. If
a VOQ has available credits, then it can dequeue the same
amount of packets. Since the traffic in each VOQ is relatively
stable, the credits assignment will be more effective without
suffering frequent rate converging process.

3.2 ToRs mechanism
Packet transmission at sender-side ToRs. As described
above, each ToR uses VOQs to accommodate the packets to
the same destination host. Each VOQ has an initial amount
of credits C0 in unit of bytes. In HierCC, a credit means that
∆ = 1KB data can be sent at the sender-side ToR. When a
new credit packet to VOQi j is received from the receiver-
side ToR, the amount of credits of VOQi j will be increased
by the received credit amount. The number of flows in the
VOQi .j , denoted as Fi j , is locally recorded. Besides, the total
bytes that have been sent fromVOQi j is also recorded as Si j .
The ToR VOQs scheduler employs the round robin method
to dequeue packets from different VOQs that has available
credits. Before dequeuing a packet from a VOQ, the value
of Fi j and Si j will be inserted into the packet header. After
dequeuing a packet, the credit amount will be decreased by
the byte length of the packet.
WRR credit scheduler at receiver-side ToRs. HierCC
schedules the credits at the receiver side ToR switch. We
add a scheduler at each output port and this scheduler main-
tains a table of all the VOQs which send packets to this
output port. After receiving a packet, the receiver-side ToR
will determine which ToR the packet comes from. Then the
number of sent bytes Si j and number of flows Fi j carried in
the packet header will be recorded in the table accordingly.
The receiver-side ToR also locally records how many credits
have been sent to VOQi j , denoted as Csent

i j in the table.
To achieve flow-level fairness, the credits are sent to dif-

ferent VOQi j based on the Weighted Round-Robin (WRR)
scheduler. The weight corresponding to each VOQi j equals
Fi j∑
i Fi j

. During the WRR scheduling, the output port calls one
VOQ’s information from the table each time. If Csent

i j < Si j ,
then one credit will be sent to VOQi j . On the contrary, if
Csent
i j ≥ Si j , the output port has already sent enough credits

for this VOQ and the output port scheduler will directly jump
to the next VOQ sequentially, which means no more credits
will be allocated to VOQi j until Csent

i j < Si j .
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3.3 Rate of the First Hop
Passive congestion control like DCQCN converges quite
slowly. Thus, we propose an explicit rate computationmethod
to control the first hop rate in HierCC. The first hop rate con-
trol is actually a one-hop many-to-one rate control problem.
The outgoing rate of the VOQ equals the incoming credit
rate. Thus, one straightforwardmethod is to use the outgoing
rate divided by the number of flows, that is, R(t) = Rcredit (t )

N (t ) .
R(t) represents the rate of one flow at time t and N (t) is the
number of active flows at time t .

In HierCC, we compute N (t) by recording the arrival rate
to the VOQ similar to RCP [8], that is, N (t) = Rarr ive (t )

R(t−1) .
Meanwhile, we need to control the queue build-up within a
small value. Thus, the rate of a flow is computed as R(t) =

R(t − 1) ×
Rcredit (t )−β×

Qvoq (t )
RTThop

Rarr ive (t )
. Qvoq(t) stands for the queue

length of the VOQ. RTThop is the round trip time between a
sender and the sender-side TOR switch. Qvoq (t )

RTThop
means the

rate required to drain out the queue build-up in one RTThop .
β ×

Qvoq (t )
RTThop

(β ∈ (0, 1)) represents that the queue build-up
will be drained out in 1

β RTThop . Thus, β is usually smaller
than 0.5 since using one RTThop likely causes instability.

We are not done here. Different from previous explicit rate
control mechanisms like RCP, Rcredit (t) received by a VOQ
in HierCC is not a constant value. It is limited by both the
sending rate of the VOQ and the receiver-side TOR allowed
rate. Thus, if the summation of the arrival rate is smaller than
it could, Rcredit (t) will equal Rarr ival (t) and thus achieve a
wrong under-utilization equilibrium. To avoid this problem,

R(t) =


Rl ine if Qvoq < 0

R(t − 1) ×
Rcredit (t )−β×

Qvoq (t )−q0
RTThop

Rarr ive (t )
otherwise

(1)

Where q0 is a constant value that the VOQ queue length will
converge to.

Then how to obtain Rcredit (t) and Rarr ive (t) timely? The
sending rate is controlled in the granularity of one RTThop .
Since RTThop is quite small like 2us , counting how many
credit or data packets are received during aRTThop possibly
lead to 0 and a relatively large value intermittently. Thus, we
calculate Rcredit and Rarr ival every 1

β RTThop for accuracy.
At last, flows possibly burst into the network with the ini-

tial line-rate if multiple concurrent flows are established with
the same destination server. That is, the instantaneous queue
length in the sender-side ToRs possibly becomes quite high.
To avoid the large queue accumulation at the sender-side
ToRs, we stop the source from sending packets by setting
R(t) = 0 as long as the VOQ queue length is greater than
Vhiдh . In this way, the momentary queue build-up can be

avoided. When the queue length is less thanVlow , The previ-
ous rate value before stopping the source will be sent to the
senders to resume transmitting packets.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
Sender-side implementation.A sendermarks one reserved
bit in the data packet header every 10us . The sender-side
ToR then feeds a rate allocation packet for every marked
packet based on Equation (1). In this way, sender-side ToRs
donot need to maintain a flow table to store the information
of active senders. Besides, the sender NIC does not require
complicated algorithms, it only needs to adjust its sending
rate accordingly after receiving the rate allocation packet.
VOQs implementation. For a data center with N servers,
each ToR needs to maintain N VOQs. Currently, some switch
chips like Jericho [4] and Silicon One [2] can support 100K
VOQ queues [31]. Thus, HierCC works fine for data centers
with the number of physical servers below this specification,
but there are deployment issues in larger data centers. As
an exploration of determined latency solutions, HierCC is
initially designed with certain limitations to the specification,
which will be addressed in our subsequent work. Our initial
proposals include:

1) Divide large-scale data centers into multiple Pods, each
with a few K servers. Deploy HierCC independently within
each Pod and use another control layer between Pods.

2) Design a VOQ aggregation scheme. When the traffic is
so heavy that it is about to exceed the VOQ specification, we
aggregate the VOQ at the source ToR so that it goes from
one VOQ per server to one VOQ per receiver-side ToR.
SystemC simulation. Because no commercial switches sup-
port the proposed VOQ architecture. We resort to a higher
precision simulation, SystemC simulation, to validate the
performance of HierCC under actual devices. The benefit of
SystemC simulation is achieving all the detail steps of the
hardware. Our SystemC simulation is based on the platform
of one current commercial switch SystemC code. HierCC
adds additional 2000 lines of C++ program including the
logic of VOQ architecture, credit packets generation and
encapsulation, and the first-hop rate control at ToRs.

5 EVALUATION
We compare the performance of HierCCwithDCQCN, TIMELY,
HPCC and ExpressPass using SystemC and large-scale NS3
simulations. Suggested parameters values are used in the
compared schemes. In HierCC, we set the initial amount of
credits of each VOQ, C0 = 10KB, for rapidly pushing out
the first few packets and avoiding the first-RTT time de-
lay at 25Gbps link rate. The expected stable queue length,
q0 = 20KB and β = 0.2. The data bytes that enabled by one
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Figure 4: Micro-benchmark SystemC simulation.
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Figure 5: Large-scale NS3 simulation.

credit: ∆ = 1KB. The VOQ length upper boundVhiдh = 70KB
and Vlow = 50KB.

5.1 SystemC Simulation
The topology is the same as that in §2.2 but the number of
core, aggregation, and ToR switches is reduced to 2, 4, 4,
respectively. We run a long-lived flow as the background
traffic and respectively add 15 short 75KB flows at 1ms and
3ms as concurrent burst flows. Figure 4(a) and 4(b) show
how throughput and queue length change over time. HierCC
limits VOQs length and aggregates single flows into long-
lived flows, thus it keeps high link bandwidth utilization
and small queue length while DCQCN builds queue up to
1000KB when concurrent flows start and waste bandwidth
when short flows end.

5.2 NS3 Simulation
The topology is the same as micro-benchmark simulations in
§2.2 and we generate realistic data center workload, Cache
Follower [22]. The key results of the simulations are shown
in the following. Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show the average and
99th percentile FCT with different traffic loads of all the
mechanisms. HierCC outperforms DCQCN, TIMELY, HPCC
and ExpressPass. HierCC reduces the overall average FCT
by up to 10%, 20%, 50% and 60% compared to HPCC, TIMELY,
ExpressPass and DCQCN. As for the 99th percentile FCT, due
to the fairly credit schedule scheme, HierCC also achieves
lower latency, it reduces up to 20%, 20%, 40% and 50% com-
pared to HPCC, TIMELY, DCQCN and ExpressPass.

6 RELATEDWORK
DCQCN [29], TIMELY [17], and HPCC [16] are currently
widely employed RDMA congestion control mechanisms.
HierCC provides more stable and lower latency than them
as shown in the Evaluation. Other related works are summa-
rized as follows.
Aggregate flows. Some efforts have been made to improve
the performance of congestion control by aggregating flows
in different contexts. They either share aggregated informa-
tion to end hosts to facilitate their congestion adjustment
[5, 20, 30], or shift queues from the middle of the Internet to
the edge without directly controlling the congestion window
of single flows at end hosts [6]. HierCC differs from them
in the way of accurately computing congestion window for
each flow at ToRs and thus achieving ultra-low latency.
Receiver/Swich-driven congestion control.Recently, there
are several proposals aiming to proactively allocate path ca-
pacities by sending credits at the receiver [7, 11, 18]. These
credits allow sender to send scheduled packets at an ideal rate
and achieve high bandwidth utilization. Besides, RCP[8] iter-
atively calculates the fair-share rate for each flow at switches
based on the rate assigned last round and local network con-
gestion information. HierCC borrows some ideas from them
but combines them in a new way.
Smaller control loop. Smaller control loop can be achieved
by either hop-by-hop congestion control [3, 25] or fast con-
gestion feedback [23, 27]. Hop-by-hop congestion control
likely to cause HoL blocking and fast congestion feedback
mechanisms still rely on the congestion window adjustment
mechanisms at end hosts.
VOQ-based switch architecture. VOQ-based schemes are
also used in chassis switches (e.g. Arista 7500/7800 series[1])
and Stardust[31]. However these two mechanisms convert
packets into cells to be scheduled, while HieCC still leverage
packet switching.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper discusses the shortcomings in existing congestion
control schemes and proposes Hierarchical RDMA Conges-
tion Control (HierCC), which combines aggregating flows,
short control loop and proactive rate allocation to achieve
end-to-end determined small latency. This ingenious design
makes HierCC achieve fast convergence and limited queue
length by using credits between ToR switches and directly
allocate sending rate scheme at the first-hop. We have evalu-
ated the performance of HierCC using SystemC evaluation
and large-scale NS3 simulation. Both of the results indicate
that HierCC can significantly mitigate buffer usage and re-
duce the flow completion time under realistic workload.
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